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SHARP SAYS: ‘WE’RE BACK’
In the Yard

**iRobot Terra**

This robotic mower uses wireless beacon technology to navigate a yard and the company's Imprint Smart Mapping technology to learn the environment. According to iRobot, users place the wireless beacons around the yard, drive the robot once around the perimeter, and then schedule the Terra to mow. It will reportedly return to its base to recharge the battery and resume mowing until the yard is complete. The accompanying Home app, meanwhile, enables the ability to adjust the desired grass height and schedule the mow. The company will trial the device as a beta program in the U.S. this year.

**Lynx Sonoma Smart Smoker**

Never chance overcooking food again with this smart smoker, which features built-in Wi-Fi to let users remotely monitor their meat. The accompanying MyChef app provides a choice of recipes for customized temperature and time settings, and it will also notify when the smoker is preheated or when it’s time to flip the food. Features include a built-in LCD touchscreen, 1,000 square inches of cooking surface, and the ability to use on the counter or as a built-in model.

In the Bathroom

**iHome iCVA88**

The new flagship model of the company's smart vanity line, the 9-inch double-sided mirror iCVA88 allows users to charge their phones, listen to music and answer calls, while built-in Amazon Alexa helps play music, set alarms, check calendars or access news, traffic, weather and more. It’s also compatible with Google Assistant and Siri. It’s currently available for a $199 suggested retail.

**Funai Electric Mobile Nail Art Printer**

Using the free app, consumers can import photos or select one of the preloaded patterns and directly print them on their nails with this Wi-Fi-connected printer in a matter of seconds. It’s designed to deliver high-res prints in a compact, lightweight and easy-to-store footprint. Pricing hasn't been set.

Secure the Castle

**Sensaibo Sky Plus with Motion & Temperature Sensors**

In addition to letting homeowners smarten their “dumb” A/C and heater units with remote controls, these new sensors also immediately trigger cooling and heating functionality when a person enters or leaves a room — no smartphone necessary. Two colors are offered (gray and white), with pricing starting at $199. Additional sensors can also be purchased separately.

**Ring Spotlight**

Part of Ring's new line of smart lighting, the battery-powered and motion-activated Spotlight is designed for outdoor installation. Connecting it to the company’s Bridge lets users control it remotely and link with other Ring devices; for example, if this light detects motion, other Ring lights will illuminate. Suggested retail is $39.99.

**Soncentric SimpleSence**

The Wi-Fi-enabled sensor detects water leaks and freeze conditions, sending text or email notifications and sounding an alarm when an issue is discovered. Unlike many other sensors, it’s engineered as a stand-alone device, geared toward consumers who aren’t interested in purchasing an additional hub or bridge. Battery life is a reported two years. Suggested retail is $59.95.

**Igloohome Smart Deadbolt 28**

With a front panel measuring less than half an inch thick, this slim smart lock can be managed via PIN codes or Bluetooth keys, even on iPhone, allowing for flexible property management. (The lock can also be accessed by physical keys.) Start and end times for PIN codes and Bluetooth keys can be customized via the app, and logs are provided, enabling users to track date and time of visitor access.

**Swann 4K System with Spotlight Cameras**

The weatherproof cameras in the CCTV security system ($899) feature integration with both Dropbox and Google Assistant. Features include 4K Ultra HD resolution, night vision, push notifications, audio and True Detect thermal motion sensing that auto records and sends push notifications when warm objects are detected.